The lettering of the inscription is generally careful, though with occasional crowding. Letter forms are compatible with a date in the first half of the second century B.C. Incompatible with this date are the single dots painted below each line to indicate word division and the hyphens painted at the beginning and end of lines to indicate syllabic division. These were surely added in modern times when paint was applied to emphasize the ancient letters.3
With the exception of its first line, the inscription presents no problems. But at the end of line 1 iota must be restored. The right lateral face of the stone must have been trimmed, eliminating iota and the right-hand margin. The restoration of iota causes line 1 to extend slightly beyond lines 2 and 3 on the right. This was also the case on the left side of the line where the stone is chipped. Here the definite article ad must be restored before 7TrX4t. The Echinos stone belongs to a highly The phrase crrparrqjyov vavrtKOV is only descriptive of Octavius' role and not a translation of an official Roman title. Octavius' official title was simply praetor. Nowhere in the literary or epigraphical sources for the Republic is a praetor in command of a fleet called "praetor classis," "praetor navium," or the like.14 Although we do not know the exact circumstances which prompted the Echinaioi, Greek states owing to his activities as a commissioner in addition to his military role. It is significant that at Amphipolis in 167 B.C., upon conclusion of the war, he read in Greek the decisions of the senate and his commander, Aemilius Paulus, after Paulus himself had read them in Latin (Livy, XLV, 29, 3). We may conclude, therefore, that Octavius' importance and influence among the Greeks were considerable, and the new stone from Echinos further emphasizes his importance and prestige, if not his popularity.
Robert is very likely correct in identifying the
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